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Introduction.
Shellability is a well known notion in algebraic and topological combinatorics which until recently applied only to pure (i.e., all maximal chains have the same length) posets and simplicial complexes. In BW2 & BW3] Bj orner and the author extend the theory of shellability to nonpure posets and complexes. The nonpure setting provides for a richer theory which enables one to analyze many important and natural classes of posets that are nonpure. One major distinction between pure shellability and nonpure shellability is that a pure shellable poset can have nonvanishing homology only in the top dimension while a nonpure shellable poset can have nonvanishing homology in various dimensions.
In this paper, we use the theory of nonpure shellability to generalize a powerful technique developed by Sundaram for computing the character of group actions Research supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DMS 9311805
Typeset by A M S-T E X on the top dimensional homology of Cohen-Macaulay posets. We then apply the generalized technique to computing the representation of the symmetric group on each homology for a general class of subposets of the partition lattice induced by restricting the block sizes of the partitions. This general class contains subposets which are nonpure shellable.
Homology of restricted block size partition posets was rst considered by Calderbank, Hanlon and Robinson CHR] who derived beautiful plethystic formulas yielding the character of the representation of the symmetric group on the top homology of the d-divisible partition lattice (all block sizes divisible by some xed d) and the 1 mod d partition lattice (all block sizes congruent to 1 mod d), both of which are pure. A key fact used in the Calderbank, Hanlon and Robinson proof is that the two posets are pure shellable which was proved respectively by Wachs and Bj orner (cf. CHR] and Sa]). For general k, the k mod d partition poset is not pure and that is where the di culty lies in computing the homology representations of the general k mod d partition posets.
In Su2], Sundaram gives a formula for the virtual representation of the symmetric group on the alternating sum of homology of the k mod d partition poset. When the poset is pure and shellable, as in the case k = 0; 1, Sundaram's formula gives the nonvirtual representation on the top dimensional homology since homology in every other dimensions vanishes. However when the poset is not pure, as for general k, one cannot extract the nonvirtual representation on each homology from the virtual alternating sum representation, even though, as we establish here, the poset is shellable.
In this paper, we succeed in obtaining a formula which gives the representation of the symmetric group on each homology of the general k mod d partition poset. Our formula re nes the alternating sum formula of Sundaram and reduces to the formulas of Calderbank, Hanlon and Robinson when k = 0; 1. More generally, we give two simple conditions on sets T P and show that these conditions imply that T n , the poset of partitions of n] whose block sizes are in T, is shellable and its dual is semipure (i.e., all proper principal lower order ideals are pure). Then we derive a formula giving the representation of the symmetric group S n on each homology of T n . The simple conditions are satis ed, for example, by the set fk + id j i 2 Ng, for all k; d 2 P. When k = d we have the d-divisible partition lattice and when 1 k d we have the k mod d partition poset. When d = 1, we have the at least k partition lattice, which was rst proved to be shellable in BW2]. Our formula, when d = 1, implies another formula of Sundaram for the virtual representation of the symmetric group on the the alternating sum of homology of the \at least k partition lattice".
Sundaram's technique for computing virtual representations on alternating sums of homology is based on her result equating alternating sums of homology representations with alternating sums of Whitney homology representations. When all but the top homology vanishes, this reduces to a formula expressing the top homology representation as an alternating sum of Whitney homology representations. We generalize this result to semipure posets that satisfy a certain homological condition implied by shellability, by introducing a new doubly indexed Whitney homology and expressing the homology representation of the poset in terms of the doubly indexed Whitney homology representations. As a consequence, we are also able to express the Betti numbers of the poset in terms of the M obius function of certain intervals.
Sundaram expresses the Frobenius characteristic of each Whitney homology of the dual of a partition poset as a homogeneous component of the plethysm of certain symmetric functions. We re ne and abstract her results by expressing a generating function for the Frobenius characteristic of the doubly indexed Whitney homology as a plethysm of a certain symmetric function with a certain generating function for the complete homogeneous symmetric functions.
In Section 1 we review Sundaram's result equating alternating homology representations with alternating Whitney homology representations. We also discuss some homological consequences of nonpure shellability, one of which is Stanley's recent notion of sequentially Cohen-Macaulay (the nonpure version of CohenMacaualay). We present a new characterization of sequentially Cohen-Macaulay which follows from one due to Duval D] .
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of doubly indexed Whitney homology and a variant of it. Doubly indexed Whitney homology is used to express homology representations of any semipure sequentially Cohen-Macaulay poset. The variant is used to do the same for sequentially Cohen-Macaulay posets whose dual is semipure.
In Section 3 we present the two simple conditions on a set T P and show that these conditions imply that T n is shellable and its dual is semipure. We discuss examples of sets T that satisfy the conditions, one of which is the set fk+id j i 2 Ng.
In Section 4 we derive the plethystic formulas for the generating function of the Frobenius characteristic of the doubly indexed Whitney homology of the dual of T n . By combining this with the results of Section 2, we obtain a generating function for the characteristic of homology of T n in each dimension. This result specializes to generating functions for the characteristic of homology of the k mod d and the at least k partition poset.
The doubly indexed Whitney homology representations of the dual of the partition posets decompose naturally into representations which are induced up from direct products of wreath products. In Section 5 we prove a general plethystic formula, stated and used in Section 4, for the generating function of the Frobenius characteristic of these induced representations.
In Section 6, we present some identities which can be derived from the formulas of Section 4. They can also be explained by considering the variant of doubly indexed Whitney homology on T n . We also touch upon connections with subspace arrangements. We use the formulas of Section 4 and an equivariant Goresky-MacPherson formula of Sundaram and Welker SWe1] to derive a formula for the representation of the symmetric group on the cohomology of the complement of a complexi ed subspace arrangement whose intersection lattice is T n .
Preliminaries.
Let P be a nite bounded poset of length`=`(P) 0, with minimum element0 and maximum element1. Let P denote the induced subposet P n f0;1g. For x y in P, x; y] denotes the closed interval fz 2 P j x z yg and`(x; y) denotes the length`( x; y]) of the interval. P is said to be pure (also known as ranked or graded) if all its maximal chains have the same length.
Recall that if`(P) 1, the order complex of P, denoted by (P), is de ned to be the (`? 2)-dimensional simplicial complex whose vertices are the elements of P and whose faces are the chains of P. For r 2 Z and`(p) 1, letH r (P) denote the rth reduced simplicial homologyH r ( (P); C ). For`(P) = 0 (i.e., jPj = 1), de nẽ H r (P) to be C if r = ?2 and 0 otherwise. For x y in P, letH r ( If a nite group G acts as a group of automorphisms of P then we say that P is a G-poset. This action induces a representation of G on each homology and Whitney homology of P. The following important relationship between these G-modules was established by Sundaram Su1] as a consequence of the Hopf trace formula. Proposition 1.1. (Sundaram Su1] ) Let P be a G-poset. Then the following isomorphism of virtual sums of G-modules holds:
Corollary 1.2. (Sundaram Su1] ) Let P be a G-poset of length` 1. IfH i (P) vanishes for all i 6 =`? 2 then as a virtual sum of G-modules one has, (1-2)H`? 2 (P) =`? (?1)`+ r+1 WH r (P):
Consequently, if P is Cohen-Macaulay (i.e., homology of all intervals vanish below the top dimension) then (1-2) holds.
We assume familiarity with the theory of shellable simplicial complexes and posets (cf. BW1]). Recall, in particular, that a pure shellable poset or simplicial complex is Cohen-Macaulay. In Su1], Corollary 1.2 is applied to certain examples of pure shellable posets. Examples of nonpure posets have recently arisen which have lead to an extension of the theory of shellability from pure to nonpure complexes and posets BW2 & BW3] . Since a nonpure shellable poset can have nonvanishing homology in more than one dimension, Corollary 1.2, as it stands, cannot be used to compute the homology of nonpure shellable posets. In the next section, we will generalize Corollary 1.2 to a class of posets which include posets that are nonpure and shellable.
Let be a nite d-dimensional simplicial complex. For r 2 Z, let C r ( ) denote the rth simplicial chain space over C (C ?1 ( ) is the one dimensional vector space generated by the empty face) andH r ( ) denote the rth reduced simplicial homology of over C . For ?1 m d, let <m> be the subcomplex of generated by all facets of dimension at least m. We say that has the vanishing homology property ifH i ( <m> ) = 0 for all i < m. Recently Stanley S] extended the connection between pure shellability and Cohen-Macaulayness to the nonpure case by nding a nonpure generalization of the notion of Cohen-Macaulay. Instead of giving Stanley's formulation we state the following characterization, established by Duval D] . The pure s-skeleton s] of a simplicial complex is de ned to be the subcomplex generated by all faces of dimension s. Proposition 1.4. (Duval D] for r < m 0 as claimed. Duval's characterization (Proposition 1.4), says that the condition that is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay is equivalent to the condition that the left side of (1-3) equals 0. Since, setting the right side of (1-3) equal to 0 is the same as requiring that all links have the vanishing homology property, the result holds. Corollary 1.6. (Stanley S] Proof. It is easy to see that the rst case of (1-4) holds for any simplicial complex . Indeed, this follows from the facts that C i ( <m> ) = C i ( ) and the boundary map @ i for <m> and are the same. Since the second case of (1-4) is simply the vanishing homology property, the result is valid.
Remark 1.9. All of the above results pertaining to sequentially Cohen-Macaulay complexes and the vanishing homology property are valid for homology taken over any abelian group. Proposition 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are valid for homology taken over any algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0. We say that a bounded poset P has the vanishing homology property (resp., is shellable, sequentially Cohen-Macaulay) if its order complex (P) has the vanishing homology property (resp., is shellable, sequentially Cohen-Macaulay). Note that each closed interval of P has order complex equal to the link of some face of (P). Hence, by Proposition 1.5, all intervals of a sequentially Cohen-Macaulay poset are sequentially Cohen-Macaulay.
2. Re nement of Whitney homology.
In this section we re ne the notion of Whitney homology and use the re ned notion to extend Corollary 1.2 to nonpure posets. We give two di erent re nements which coincide for the class of semipure sequentially Cohen-Macaulay posets.
De nition 2.1. Let P be a bounded poset of length` 1. For each x 2 P let m(x) be the length of the longest chain containing x (i.e., m(x) =`(0; x) +`(x;1)). WH r (P) = WH r;`( P):
Note that WH 0;`( P) is the trivial G-module and WH 0;m (P) is (0) for m 6 =`.
As in BW3], we say that P is semipure if all proper lower intervals 0 ; x], x <1 are pure. The following generalization of Corollary 1.2 is the main result of this section and will be used to compute homology representations of the semipure shellable posets considered in the next section. Consequently, if P is semipure and shellable, or more generally semipure and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay, then (2-2) holds.
Proof. For each m such that 1 m `, let P <m> be the induced subposet of P on the set fx 2 P j m(x) mg. Since P is semipure, P <m> is simply the order ideal generated by coatoms of rank at least m ? 1 together with1. Hence all maximal chains in P <m> have length at least m. Therefore, (2-3) (P <m> ) = (P) <m?2> :
By (2-3) and Lemma 1.8 we have that (2-4)H r?2 (P <m> ) = H r?2 (P) if r m 0 otherwise.
We shall rst establish (2-2) for m =`. Since P <`> has vanishing homology for all dimensions but`? 2, we can apply Corollary 1.2 to P <`> to obtain,
Since P <`> is pure, by (2-1) we have WH r (P <`> ) = WH r;`( P <`> ) = WH r;`( P): Equation (2-2) for m =`now follows by substituting this and (2-4) into (2-5). Now suppose that m <`. By Proposition 1.1 applied to P <m> and P <m+1> , As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, we obtain a formula for the Betti numbers of P in terms of the M obius function of P. Let i (P) denote the ith Betti number, dimH i (P), and let denote the M obius function of P. Since the alternating sum of Betti numbers is independent of the choice of coe cient ring when the coe cient ring is a PID (cf. GH, Remark 29.12]), (2-6) is valid for all PID's. (By the Euler-Poincar e formula, (2-6) is just the de ning recurrence for the M obius function.) Hence, by following the proof of Theorem 2.2 and using (2-6) instead of (1-1) we obtain Corollary 2.3 for homology taken over any PID.
We can weaken the condition that P is semipure in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 provided that P is sequentially Cohen-Macaulay. To do this we de ne a variant of (r; m)-Whitney homology which coincides with the previous notion of (r; m)-Whitney homology when P is semipure and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay.
De nition 2.5. Let P be a bounded poset of length` 1. For r; m 2 Z, the variant (r; m)-Whitney homology of P is de ned to be for all r; m. Proof. It follows from the fact that P is semipure and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay, that each interval 0 ; x], x 2 P n f1g, is pure and has homology equal to 0 in all dimensions other than`(0; x) ? 2. Hence r =`(0; x) for the nonvanishing terms of (2-7). The condition`(x;1) = m ? r is thus equivalent to the condition`(0; x) +`(x;1) = m. Since m(x) =`(0; x) +`(x;1), the summation range for the nonvanishing terms of (2-7) is identical to that of De nition 2.1. .
We shall say that a bounded poset P is weakly semipure if for each x 2 P either 0 ; x] or x;1] is pure.
Lemma 2.7. Let P be weakly semipure of length` 1 and let 1 m `. Then the relation m , de ned by x m y if x y in P and x; y 2 c for some chain c of length at least m, is a partial order relation on the set fx 2 P j m(x) mg. Moreover, if P <m> denotes the poset (fx 2 P j m(x) mg; m ) then (2-8) (P <m> ) = (P) <m?2> :
Remark. Note that when P is semipure, P <m> is the induced subposet of P given in the proof of Theorem 2. `]. Since P <`> is pure and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay, it is Cohen-Macaulay. Corollary 1.2 can therefore be applied to P <`> yielding (2-5) as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Since P <`> is Cohen-Macaulay, WH r (P <`> ) = WH # r;`( P <`> ) for all r;`. We have by Lemma 2.8 WH # r;`( P <`> ) = Hence, WH r (P <`> ) = WH # r;`( P). Also by Lemma 2.8,H`? 2 (P <`> ) =H`? 2 (P). Therefore, the result for m =`again follows by substitution into (2-5). Now suppose that m <`. By Proposition 1.1 applied to P <m> and P <m+1> , we havè WH r (P <m> ) ? WH r (P <m+1> ) = WH # r;m (P); for 0 r <`. By plugging this into the right side of (2-10) we obtain the result.
3. Shellability of posets of partitions with restricted block size.
In this section we establish shellability of certain subposets of the partition lattice obtained by restricting block sizes. The set of positive integers will be denoted by P and the set of nonnegative integers by N. For any n 2 P, the lattice of partitions of n] = f1; 2; : : :; ng, ordered by re nement, is denoted by n . Recall that n is pure and bounded with minimum element0 = 1=2= : : :=n and maximum element 1 = 12 : : :n.
Given any set T P, where 1 = 2 T, let T n be the induced subposet of n consisting of0;1 and all partitions of n] whose block sizes are in T. If 1 2 T, then in order for our results to hold we let T n be the induced subposet as above with a new minimum element0 attached below 1=2= : : :=n. We give two conditions on T which together will be shown to guarantee the shellability of T n .
De nition 3.1. Let De nition 3.2. We shall say that a nonempty subset T P is reductive if for all t 1 ; t 2 2 T, t 1 + t 2 ? min T 2 T. Example 3.3. Let T = P. Then T is 1-additive and reductive. The poset T n nf0g is n which is a well-known example of a pure shellable poset. Consequently, the dual of T n is semipure.
A bounded poset P is said to be totally semimodular if for all x 1 ; x 2 ; y 2 P such that y > x 1 ; x 2 , whenever x 1 and x 2 cover a common element, there exists z 2 P such that z y and z covers both x 1 and x 2 . Note that a totally semimodular poset is necessarily pure.
Lemma 3.12. (Bj orner (see CHR] )) For all n; d 2 P, 1;d n is totally semimodular.
Recall that the notion of recursive atom ordering provides a combinatorial tool for establishing shellability of posets BW2, Theorems 5.8 and 5.11]. In BW2, Section 7], a recursive atom ordering for the at least k partition lattice is given. We shall generalize this recursive atom ordering to one for T n when T is d-additive and reductive. The tuples w can be ordered lexicographically, that is, both individual words w i and tuples of words w are compared in lexicographic order. This induces a total order on any subset of n which we shall refer to as lexicographical order.
Theorem 3.14. Let T P be d-additive and reductive. Then the lexicographical order of the atoms of T n is a recursive atom ordering. Consequently T n is shellable.
Proof. We prove the result for n 2 T. When n = 2 T, the proof below requires slight modi cation which we leave to the reader. By Lemmas 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 it su ces to verify the following: ( ) if w 0 < w and 0 ; < for two atoms 0 and , then there exists an atom and an element covering such that w < w and < . which is in T since T is reductive . Hence, the partition constructed is in T n . If this partition is not an atom of T n then further partitioning of B j B g n B will yield an atom for which w < w . Case 2. w 0 j is not a pre x of w j . Let w 0 j = x 0 1 x 0 2 : : : and w j = x 1 x 2 : : : , and let t be minimal such that x t 6 = x 0 t . Then x 0 t < x t since w 0 j < w j , and t 2 by construction since B i = B 0 i for i < j. Let B g , g > j, be the block of that contains x 0 t . Then B j B g C, where C is the block of that contains B j . Let be a partition obtained from by merging B j and B g and d ? 1 other blocks contained in C. Then create an atom < by partitioning the new block of into B j nfx t g fx 0 t g, B g n fx 0 t g fx t g and the d ? 1 other blocks. The elements and clearly satisfy condition ( ).
Corollary 3.15. Let T P be additive and reductive. Then the dual of T n is semipure and sequentially Cohen-Macaulay.
Example 3.16. For xed k 1, let T = f1; k; k+1; k+2; : : :g. Then T is reductive but not additive for any except when k = 2. Hence we cannot apply Theorem 3.14 to this T. The poset T n nf0g, known as the k-equal partition lattice, is not pure for k 3 (it's not even weakly semipure), but was shown to be shellable by Bj orner and Wachs BW2, Section 6]. Shellability is established by means of a lexicographical edge labeling, not a recursive atom ordering. The k-equal partition lattice rst arose in the work of Bj orner Lov asz and Yao BLY] Example 3.16 suggests that perhaps additivity can be dropped from the hypothesis of Theorem 3.14. This, however, is not the case as Example 3.17 below shows. Example 3.18 shows that reductivity cannot be dropped either. Hence neither additivity nor reductivity alone is su cient for shellability. Example 3.19 below shows that they are not necessary either. These examples suggest that it may be possible to weaken the hypothesis of Theorem 3.14 so that it holds for Example 3.16. This would give a uni ed proof of shellability for two important classes of examples (Example 3.8 and Example 3.16).
Example 3.17. Let T = P ? f2; 3; 5; 6; 9; 12g. It is easy to check that T is reductive but not additive. We claim that T n is not shellable (or sequentially Cohen-Macaulay) when n = 16. Indeed, if T n were shellable (sequentially CohenMacaulay) then every interval would be shellable (sequentially Cohen-Macaulay). In particular the interval x;1], where x = 1; 2; 3; 4=5; 6; 7; 8=9; 10; 11; 12=13; 14; 15; 16; would be shellable (sequentially Cohen-Macaulay). But x;1] is isomorphic to f1;2;4g 4 n f0g which is not shellable or even sequentially Cohen-Macaulay because its order complex consists of disconnected components which aren't points.
Example 3.18. Now let T = P n f1; 2; 4; 7g which is 1-additive but not reductive since 5 + 5 ? 3 = 2 T. This example is discussed in BW2, Example 7.3] where it is shown that for n = 15, T n is not shellable.
Example 3.19. Let T = f2; 3g which is neither additive nor reductive. The poset T n is shellable for all n because it has length 2 when n 4 and length 1 when n = 2; 3.
We shall now explore some further properties of additive and reductive sets that we will need in the next section. First we set some standard notation. Let A; B N and j 2 N. Then T +(j+1) = T + jk; for all j 0. Proof. Equation (3-1) with j = 1 is simply a reformulation of reductivity. Hence, we need only prove that if T is reductive then (3-1) holds for all j 0. We use induction on j. The cases j = 0; 1 are trivial; so assume that j 2 and that (3-1) holds for j ? 1. We have T +(j+1) = T + T +j = T + T + (j ? 1)k = T + k + (j ? 1)k = T + jk: Proof. For`( T n ) = 1, the result is easy to see. So assume that`( T n ) > 1. We shall use the obvious fact that Since n is the sum of b(x) = r(x)d + j elements of T, it follows that n 2 T +(r(x)d+j) , for any x 2 T n . Hence, by Lemma 3.20, n ? r(x)dk 2 T +j for all x 2 T n . Conversely, for any r 0, such that n ? rdk 2 T +j there is an x 2 T n such that r(x) = r. Namely, let x be the partition with rd blocks of size k and with remaining j blocks having sizes whose sum is equal to n?rdk 2 T +j . Consequently, The type of a partition x 2 n , denoted (x), is de ned to be the integer partition of n whose parts are the block sizes of x. If is a partition of n, we say j j = n.
In the next result we express m(x) ( For the sets T of Examples 3.8 and 3.6, we can give simple formulas for T . Proof. The proof is a straight forward application of Lemma 3.20 and Corollary 3.21. We leave the details to to the reader.
Remark. One can see from (3-6) that if T is of the form given in Example 3.8, i.e., T = fk + id j i 2 Ng, then taking T +j gives no new examples. Indeed, the set T +j is also of the form given in Example 3.8. However, taking T + does give a di erent example. It is precisely that of Example 3.10.
Representation of S n on WH r;m (( T n ) ).
A permutation in the symmetric group S n acts on a partition x 2 n by replacing the elements of each block of x by their images under . The induced subposet T n is invariant under this action. Hence T n is an S n -poset. It follows that homology and (r; m)-Whitney homology of T n are S n -modules. We compute the character of the S n -moduleH m ( T n ), when T is additive and reductive, by rst computing a generating function for the Frobenius characteristic of the S n -module WH r;m (( T n ) ) and then applying Theorem 2.2. Let The result now follows from Lemma 3.26.
We assume familiarity with the theory of symmetric functions and plethysm (cf.
M])
. For any S n -module V , let ch V denote the Frobenius characteristic of V in the variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :. Let h n denote the homogeneous symmetric function of degree n in the variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :: In M] , the plethysm of two symmetric functions f and g, where g has nonnegative integer coe cients, is computed by replacing the variables of f with the monomials of g. For this substitution to make sense g actually need not be symmetric. It can be any formal power series with nonnegative integer coe cients. Hence one can use the above substitution to de ne the plethysm of symmetric function f with any formal power series g having nonnegative integer coe cients and denote it by f g]. (Plethysm can be de ned for still more general g; see Section 6.) We will need the following re nement and abstraction of results in Su1]. For any partition = ( 1 2 p ) and variables z 1 ; z 2 ; : : :; let z denote the product, z 1 z 2 z p . We nally arrive at our main result. Remark. By setting u = v = 1 in (4-6) (resp., (4-10)) we obtain Sundaram's formula Su2] for the alternating sum of homology of the k mod d partition poset (resp., at least k partition lattice). By also setting k = d in Corollary 4.5, we obtain the original formula of Calderbank, Hanlon and Robinson CHR] for the homology of the d-divisible partition lattice.
One can obtain formulas for the Betti numbers of T n by extracting the square free terms in the coe cient of u n v m in (4-3) and (4-4). In doing so, we obtain the following formula for the Betti numbers when T is 1-additive and reductive. (A combinatorial description of these Betti numbers as well as a computation of the restriction of the action of S n to S n?1 is given in SaW].) Corollary 4.8. Let Given a nite set A = fa 1 < a 2 < < a n g, let S A be the set of permutations of the set A. We shall view a permutation in S A as a word whose letters come from A. If 2 S n , then let A denote the word a (1) a (2) 
Taking Frobenius characteristic of the induced representation yields where T = ft 1 < t 2 < : : : g and j is such that t j is the maximum part of (i.e. To verify (5-3), we need a simple observation. If P and Q are two G-posets and f : P ! Q is a poset isomorphism that commutes with the action of G then we say that f is a G-poset isomorphism. A G-poset isomorphism from P to Q induces a G-module isomorphism fromH r (P) toH r (Q) for each r. 6. Related results.
In this section we derive some identities involving the characteristic of the homology S n -modules of T n as easy consequences of the formulas in Section 4. These identities turn out to be precisely the identities that one gets by applying Theorem 2.9 (which involves the variant form of (r; m)-Whitney homology) to T n . We also discuss the connection between the homology of T n and subspace arrangements. We use the formulas of Section 4 to compute the representation of S n on the cohomology of the complement of complexi ed subspace arrangements whose intersection lattice is of the form T n . Let g be a formal power series with integer coe cients and let g + and g ? be Proof. We show that (6-1) and (6-2) are equivalent to the following formulas ofProof. To prove (6-5) take the plethysm of P i 0 v i h 1+id with both sides of (4-3). Equation (6-5) then follows from associativity and (6-1).
To prove (6-6) take the plethysm of P i 0 v i h j+id with both sides of (4-3). Equation (6-6) follows from associativity and (6-2).
To prove (6-7) substitute (6-6) into (4-4).
Remark. By letting T = fk + id j i 2 Ng and setting u = v = 1, equations (6-5) and (6-7) reduce to equations (4.5) and (4.6) of Su2]. Equations (6-5) and (6-7) are precisely what we get when we apply Theorem 2.9 to T n . To see this we need the following result.
Lemma 6.3. For xed r 1 and T P, We shall now describe the steps involved in deriving (6-5) from Theorem 2.9. First rewrite (6-5) as By plugging (6-10) and (6-11) into this equation we obtain (6-9). Equation (6-7) is obtained in a similar manner using the fact that for i 0, For each 2 n , let` be the linear subspace of C n consisting of all points (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ) such that x i = x j whenever i and j are in the same block of . Then any 1-additive set T, where 1 = 2 T, determines the complexi ed subspace arrangement A C n;T = f` j 2 T n n0g whose lattice of intersections is T n . Let V C n;T be the union `2A n;T`o f the arrangement and let M C n;T be the complement C n ? V n;T . By the Goresky-MacPherson formula GM], an immediate consequence of the shellability of T n , when T is 1-additive and reductive, is that the manifold M n;T has free integral cohomology. Another consequence, which follows from the a result of Ziegler and Zivaljevi c ZZ] is that the link V C n;T \ S n?1 , where S n?1 is the unit sphere in C n , has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres. These two consequences are true for the real arrangements as well.
An equivariant version of the Goresky-MacPherson formula due to Sundaram and Welker SWe1] enables one to compute the action of S n on M C n;T . For T = fd; 2d; : : :g and T = f1; k; k + 1; : : :g, formulas for the S n -module M C n;T are given in SWe1]. For general 1-additive T we have the following result. Hanlon and Robinson prove a conjecture of Stanley that the restricted representation is isomorphic to a skew representation of a certain skew hook shape. In W] bases for homology and cohomology of the d-divisible partition lattice are constructed and used to give a combinatorial proof of this result. Sanders and Wachs SaW] generalize this result to T n when T is 1-additive and reductive also by constructing bases for homology and cohomology. They decompose the restriction to S n?1 into a direct sum of skew hook representations.
There are also important connections between problems in computational complexity and Betti numbers of T n when T is 1-additive. In particular it is shown in BL] that the Betti numbers of T n determine lower bounds on the computational complexity of certain problems arising in computer science. These connections were initiated in BLY] and further developed in BL] and L]. The results obtained in this paper could conceivably yield good bounds for these computational complexity problems.
